In this paper, we propose a SOC (system-on-chip) 
Introduction
Test time minimization is a major problem when developing a system-on-chip (SOC) test solution. Long testing times are due to excessive test data volumes, a direct consequence of high design complexity and the use of corebased SOC design methodology, where pre-defined logic blocks, cores, are integrated with UDL (user-defined logic) to form a system. An efficient test schedule can reduce the testing time by allowing tests to be executed concurrently. However, executing tests concurrently increases the activity in the system, which leads to higher power consumption. It is important that the test power constraints are not violated since it might damage the system. Furthermore, test conflicts such as cross-core testing (interconnection testing), unit testing with multiple test sets, hierarchical SOCs where cores are embedded in cores, and the sharing of test access mechanism (TAM) wires, must be considered during the test scheduling process.
Several approaches have been proposed for SOC test scheduling [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14] . The basic problem is to minimize the test time for a design where the test sets are stored in an Automatic Test Equipment (ATE) and the main limitation is the number of available pins in the system. Goel and Marinissen, for instance, proposed, for systems where each core has a dedicated wrapper, a technique that schedules the test data transportation on the TAM wires in such a way that the total test application time is minimized. Huang et al. proposed also a method to address the test power consumption [3] , where the test time for a system with wrapped cores is minimized while test power limitations are considered and tests are assigned to TAM wires. Recently, Iyengar et al. proposed a scheduling technique minimizing the testing time while taking hierarchical constraints into account [8] . We have in our previous work considered design hierarchy constraints, power limitations, precedence constraints, multiple test set and interconnection test [14] . However, the wrapper design and the test scheduling were considered as two sequential steps, which has the consequence that even if locally optimal wrapper configurations are selected a global system optimum is usually not achieved.
In this paper we address the SOC test scheduling problem by proposing a test scheduling technique that minimizes the test application time while considering test power consumption and test conflicts. In our approach we take power constraints and hierarchical constraints into account. We allow the cores to be tested by multiple test sets. It means that a core can for instance be tested using one test set generated by an LFSR and one test set stored in the ATE. In our approach we also consider cross-core (interconnection) testing, which is the testing of logic and interconnections placed between wrapped cores. We also take precedence constraints into account which is important when a particular order has to be enforced between some of the tests. The main advantage of our proposed approach, compared to our previous, is that we integrate the wrapper design algorithm with the test scheduling algorithm, which makes it possible to explore the design space in a more efficient way since we do not fix the wrapper configuration prior to the scheduling.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give the background to the problem and formulate precisely the problem. Our combined wrapper design and test scheduling approach is then described in Section 3. The experimental results are reported in Section 4 and the paper is concluded with conclusions in Section 5.
Background and Problem Formulation
In this section we give the background and our problem formulation. Let us consider a core-based system as given in Figure 1 . Such a system is said to be testable if every testable unit in the system is equipped with a test method and corresponding test sets. A testable unit can be a core, UDL, or interconnections. It is also assumed that a set of pins can be used for the TAM (the total number of wires in the TAM is denoted by W max in Figure 1 ) and in order to connect the cores to the TAM some cores are equipped with wrappers.
The problem we focus on is basically how to assign a start time, an end time and if needed a set of TAM wires for each test in such a way that the total test time is minimized. The assignment should consider the conflicts discussed below.
A wrapper is the interface between a core and the TAM and it can normally be in one of the following modes at a time: normal operation mode, internal test mode, external test mode, or bypass mode. Some cores are equipped with wrappers while others are not. In order to access test data on the TAM, a wrapper must be used. If a testable unit does not have its own wrapper, some other wrapper must be used. For example, in order to test core B in Figure 1 with an ATE stored test, the wrapper at Core A can be used to feed test stimuli to core B and Core C can be used to receive test responses from core B. Note, that since a wrapper can be only in one mode at a time, testing of Core B cannot be performed concurrently with the testing of core A and core C, since there is a wrapper conflict. We call this type of testing cross-core testing.
Another conflict illustrated in Figure 1 is the design hierarchy conflict. The two cores named F and G are embedded within core C. Such embedding of cores leads to test conflicts since concurrent testing of core F and/or core G with core C is not possible.
Each testable unit can be tested by one or more test sets. If more than one test set exists for a testable unit, there is a test conflict since only one test set can be applied at a time to a testable unit. The test time at a testable unit can often be modified. An example of such is the scan-tested core given in Figure 3 where the scan-chains and the wrapper cells are configured into two wrapper-chains. A higher number of wrapper-chains reduces the testing time at the expense of more TAM wires and vice versa. Iyengar et al. showed that the problem is NP-hard [6] . A wrapper design algorithm computes the test time at a given number of wrapper chains. A Pareto-optimal point is a configuration where there exists no lower testing time for a lower number of wrapper chains.
We assume that a test set for a testable unit is either stored in an ATE or generated at a dedicated BIST engine placed at the testable unit. It means that if a testable unit is tested by only a BIST test set there is no need to make use of TAM wires. On the other hand, for a test stored at the ATE, TAM wires are required for the transportation of test stimuli from the ATE via the TAM to the testable unit and TAM wires are required for the transportation of test response from the testable unit to the ATE. At any time, only one testable unit can use a wire. There is a sharing conflict, which is illustrated in Figure 2 . Figure 2 illustrates the assignment of TAM wires to three tests over time. Each test is assigned to TAM wires for a certain period of time. In terms of TAM costs, at the moment and for small systems, the area overhead induced by the bus based TAM we propose might be negligeable compared to the cores total area. With the apparition of more complex systems and larger SoCs (up to 100 cores), the SoC concept should move to a Network On Chip one (NoC) and the wiring additionnal area should be considered. In our approach, we only provide as a TAM information the number of wires, considered as an upper bound to schedule the tests considering all the constraints. We do not provide more details on the wiring area of the TAM because we do not propose a physical implementation of the test architecture. Therefore, we do not consider the routing cost.
The execution of a test results in switching activity, which consumes power. Figure 4 shows the execution of a test and its power consumption. The power varies over time. However, to simplify the analysis, we will assume a fixed power value attached to each test. The total power consumed by a system under test at a certain point is the summation of the test power of the tests that are executed at the point. At no time it is allowed to consume more power than the power budget.
In some cases, the order in which the tests are executed is important. It imposes precedence constraints which means that some tests must be executed prior to others.
Proposed Test Scheduling Technique
In this section we describe our technique to integrate wrapper design (scan-chain chaining) and test scheduling.
The wrapper chain design algorithm configures the scanned elements (scan-chains, input wrapper cells, output wrapper cells and bidirectional wrapper cells) into a given number of wrapper chains and computes the testing time for the wrapper configuration. We compute the Pareto optimal points for each core. In the scheduling step, we use a heuristic aiming to minimize the total test time taking into account the constraints and we make use of the Pareto optimal points provided by the wrapper designs heuristic.
Our previously proposed technique [14] considered design hierarchy constraints, power limitations, precedence constraints, multiple test sets, and cross-core testing. However, the technique consists of two consecutive steps. First it selects a wrapper configuration for each core and then the tests, configured according to the selected configuration, are scheduled. The main disadvantage is that it does not allow an efficient exploration of the possible solutions since a locally optimal wrapper configuration does not guarantee a global optimal solution. In our current work method, we integrate the wrapper design and the test scheduling. The advantage is that a wide range of wrapper designs can be explored.
The proposed wrapper design heuristic is illustrated in Figure 5 . We use an internal chaining function aiming at balancing the scan chains in order to reduce the longest wrapper chain. The longest wrapper chain is the one that limits the solution (the testing time) as shown in [14] . The generated designs are memorized so that all the possible architectures for each core can be checked during the TAM building and the test scheduling steps.
The scheduling heuristic is outlined in Figure 6 . First the tests are sorted in decreasing test time order. For each test, one Pareto optimal point is selected considering the maximal width use (i.e. the couple T i , W i with W i being the closest to W max (W max is given)).
At step two, the VirtualTime test time is estimated in order to obtain a lower bound for the system test time. This bound is used in the scheduling heuristic during the selection of configurations for each core. The advantage is that points with a testing time higher than VirtualTime will not be selected since they will increase the total test time.
The VirtualTime is calculated using the formula:
where W max is the number of available pins for test access (the TAM bandwidth), W i is the lowest number of TAM For each time point t defining the beginning of a test session 8.
Select the best Pareto optimal point such that a) it respects the tolerance; b) the width constraint is satisfied, c) the test time does not exceed VirtualTime, and d) precedence, power, incompatibilities constraints are respected. 9.
If (the current total test time will not change when T is scheduled to start at t) 10 .
Schedule T at t with the selected Pareto point; remove T from L1. 11. Else 12.
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Else 15.
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Figure 6. Our Test Scheduling Heuristic
wires assigned to a core, and T i is the testing time assuming W i TAM wires.
The formula gives the lower bound for the system test time without considering any constraints. In this ideal case, the schedule does not contain any idle times (i.e. there is no time loss), and it is therefore the best it can ever achieve. In practice, it is usually impossible to find a test schedule with the VirtualTime test time because the tests incompatibilities due to design hierarchy and test resource sharing constraints influence the schedule. Through the scheduling process, we slowly increase the VirtualTime. We then use a tolerance percentage in order to select the Pareto optimal points in the scheduling. The Pareto optimal points correspond to optimal wrapper designs for a given width constraint and are pre-calculated by our wrapper design heuristic. The tolerance is a percentage of cost loss compared to the best cost computed by the wrapper design algorithm (the cost is defined for each wrapper design by the product W i *T i ). For instance, if the tolerance is 10%, the dynamic choice of the Pareto optimal point will be done in each session trying to schedule the test checking every wrapper configuration with a cost loss between 0% and 10%.
The main idea in the heuristic is to schedule the tests as soon as possible using the Pareto optimal points defined in the wrapper design heuristic. For each test, the heuristic tries to place each test in a session starting from time t=0, and also trying all the Pareto optimal points (i.e. changing the values of W i and T i ) of the considered test with a cost loss lower or equal to the tolerance to fit in the constraints. The heuristic defines one schedule and one TAM configuration for each tolerance (i.e. 80 schedules and TAM configurations from 0% to 80%) and memorizes the solution with the smallest test time fitting into the limits imposed by the constraints.
For all the tests that are first sorted into a list L1, if one test can not be scheduled, it is placed in a auxiliary list L2 to be scheduled later. When L1 is empty, i.e. all tests are scheduled or placed in L2, then L2 becomes L1 and the process is re iterated until all tests are scheduled.
Experimental Results
We have implemented our test scheduling technique and performed experiments using the ITC'02 benchmarks. Note that none of the previous approaches consider more test conflicts than TAM wire sharing but Iyengar et al. [8] who consider design hierarchy constraints in the benchmarks. In all other approaches the design is assumed to be flat.
We are, as discussed above, considering the test conflicts and we are also considering cases when one core is tested by several tests. These realistic assumptions, obviously, make the problem more complicated.
In the first experiment we compare our technique with the approach presented by Huang et al. [3] using the d695 circuit considering the same power values depicted in Table  1 . The results are given in Table 2 for different TAM the power constraint is relaxed the better are our results compared to the ones presented in [3] . Otherwise, the results by the two approaches are similar even if we in our approach consider the test conflicts.
In our second experiment, we compared our approach to previous proposed techniques using the d695, p22810 and p93791 without considering any power limitation. The results are for a range of TAM bandwidths given in Table 3 . We list first the lower bound from Goel and Marinissen [10] and the VirtualTime extracted from our formula above. Then we compare the test times for each TAM width for [3, 5, 6, 14] . Note that in p22810 and p93791 there are design hierarchy constraint that we are considering.
In our last experiment, we applied our algorithm assuming different power constraint values. We made use of two designs with a high number of tests; p22810 containing 30 tests and p93791 containing 32 tests. As power values are not given in these benchmarks, we added values as depicted in Table 1 . The power limitations for p93791 are in the range from 30000 down to 10000 and for p22810 the range is from 10000 down to 3000 units. The results are presented in Table 4 and Table 5 . The computation time of our algorithm including the wrapper design and test scheduling is only a few seconds using an AMD 1800 machine (1.53 GHz, 512 MB RAM).
Conclusions
In this paper we have proposed a test scheduling technique that takes test power consumption and test conflicts into account when minimizing the test application time. It is important to consider test power consumption since exceeding it might damage the system. The test conflicts we consider are important since they appear in SOC designs. For instance, cross-core testing (interconnection testing), unit testing with multiple test sets, hierarchical SOCs where cores are embedded in cores, and the sharing of test access mechanism (TAM) wires. Another important conflict that we consider is precedence constraints, which is the order in which the tests are to be applied.
We have implemented our technique and performed several experiments where we compare our technique with previous proposed approaches. The experiments show that our technique has a low computational cost and the results are comparable with other techniques which do not consider all the constraints and limitations that we are handling. 
